Access Routes
Keep all walkways and stairways clean and clear of trip hazards.

• If you must run cords across a walking surface,
cover them with something that isn’t a trip
hazard (old scraps of carpet, utility rugs, etc)

Access Points | Deck Openings
All openings in deck work areas greater than six feet
from a lower level must be barricaded to prevent falls.
a. In cases where openings are part of access points, barricade must block all
but the entry side.
b. Barricade should include: top braces at 42” height, midway horizontal brace
(unless there are studs @ 2ft on center) to prevent a worker from slipping
under top brace, and a toeboard to stop tools and materials from falling.
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Most commonly: Second-story stair openings and crawl space openings.

Access Points | Deck Openings
No parts of a barricade should extend into walk/work spaces.
Trim the excess so that it can’t catch
workers and cause an accident.

Access Points | Deck Openings
Ladders in these spaces should
be secured. (See Ladder section.)

Interior walls serve as sufficient
barricading provided they are equipped
with horizontal bracing at 42” from floor.

Stairs in these spaces should
be equipped with a handrail
that has 3” clearance behind
it for gloved workers.
Interior walls used as
barricading do not need
midway bracing.
For more information:
Subpart D: 1910.28(d)(7)
And clarification letter: 8/21/07

Bottom plates serve as sufficient toeboard.
Barricades and openings should be
marked with bright paint or caution tape.

Remember: Caution tape is to bring attention to
the barrier, it is not a sufficient barrier by itself!

Access Points | Deck Opening Covers
Any temporary cover used over a deck
opening must be at least as strong as
the decking around it.

Any temporary cover used
over a deck opening must be
clearly labelled “COVER.”

Minimum: ¾” OSB nailed securely
to joists or temporary framing
(2x6 or greater) 2’ O.C. spanning
no more than 8 ½ ft..

This is a minimum OSHA requirement.
Add any additional warnings/ descriptions
you judge to be helpful or necessary.

Access Points | Deck Opening Covers
Never leave a crawl space access open unless actively using it.
Never leave a loose lid covering or
partially covering a crawlspace access.

Caution tape is not sufficient warning.
You must install framed barricade
around opening to prevent a fall.

If you need to leave a crawlspace access partially
open (for example, to dry it out), tack the cover to
the subfloor so that:
 No gaps could allow someone to fall/trip
 The lid can’t slide and tip in or open larger gaps.

Best practice: Keep barricades installed around access (even when not in use)
so that it is always protected when someone opens it.

Access Points | Wall Openings
All openings in walls where a fall could result in a 4-foot or greater
drop must be barricaded with horizontal bracing at 42” from floor
unless actively being used as an access point.
For more information:
Subpart D: 1910.23(b)

Any opening in walls with a drop of less than 4-feet but with site
hazards such as rebar, scrap, or uneven ground below opening must be
barricaded or cleared of hazards, per staff discretion.

42”

Most simply: Barricade all windows and wall openings.

Access Points | Wall Openings
Ensure barricades are adequately secured to framing.
This means at least one 16d nail at each point where barricade contacts framing.
This brace only had (2) 8d nails tacking it to the window frame.
It fell off when even a little pressure was applied.
When you provide a brace or
barricade, workers will assume it is
sturdy and they will lean it / use it.
MAKE SURE IT IS STURDY
or you’re putting them in greater risk
rather than protecting them.

A brace like this must have a 16d nail at each of these points.

Access Points | Window Wells
Window wells must remain covered unless
actively being used as an access point.
a. Window well covers can be the finished metal grates, ¾” OSB
reinforced with framing, or a combination of both.
b. Window well covers must be secured with wire or stakes to
ensure they cannot slide.
If a wooden window well cover is lifted to provide light below, either leave metal cover in
place or barricade area around open well. Always ensure all covers are replaced at end of day.
Metal cover must be
secured to window well
(with wire or stakes).

Wood cover (if used) must be secured to metal cover so that it cannot slide when
workers/ladders stand on top. Check this wire frequently to be sure it is still secure.

Temporary Stairs
All access points with rises of 19” or more must be
equipped with a stair, ladder, or ramp.
Temporary stairs must follow
basic residential code requirements.

10”

7”

That’s an approximate 7” rise
for 10” run, consistently.

7”
Top of stairs should be perfectly
level with porch or 7” below it.
Top of stairs may never be above
the level of the porch.

Inconsistent risers and steps are
still a trip hazard!

Temporary Stairs
Stairways with four or more risers or
which rise more than 30” must
include a handrail at 36” from the
stair treads.

Temporary stairs must be installed
level on a solid surface and staked
or otherwise secured.

36”
Stakes must be flush with or
below the level of the treads.

Regularly inspect stairs for compliance and sturdiness.
If the strength of stair is questionable, disassemble and build new ones.
Remind workers and volunteers that as access points these stairs
can not be moved or adjusted without staff supervision.

